
Anleitung: Küchenboard im Landhausstil
Instructions No. 1137

In this manual we show you a kitchen board for decorative arrangements.
Enjoy a wall decoration in your country house kitchen. It is also very practical
to have frequently used items such as tea towels and cups at hand.

And it's that easy:

Which handicraft material do I need for the kitchen board in country house
style? 
For the wall board you need white Hobby Color paint, the Napkin with bird
motif, Lace ribbon and narrow Satin ribbon . For the handicrafts you should
have some photo cardboard and double-sided adhesive tape-Ribbon , as well
as scissors, brushes, Napkin varnish and Paint sponge.

How do I make the kitchen board in country house style? 
The shelf and the roof are primed white, the rest of the kitchen board is
primed with a mixture of white and Lilac and put aside to dry. The pretty bird
motif is roughly cut out of Napkin and glued with Napkin technique on a
white piece of photo cardboard (only the top layer of paper of Napkin). After
drying, the motif can now be cut out cleanly. The roof and the storage area
are now pasted with the flat Mutser of the cut Napkin . Then stick Lace
ribbon and Satin ribbon on the roof and under the heart with tape-Ribbon .
Afterwards the bird motive can be positioned on the tip and stuck on with
tape-Ribbon . Small loops from Satin ribbon over the hook and in the heart
hole complete the kitchen board.

Article number Article name Qty
706674-00 Photo cardboardWhite 1
417914 VBS Lace ribbon "Wide" 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
560078-80 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlWhite 1
560078-84 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlViolet 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
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